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Preface
Back in the days, PHP developers developed web sites using a mixture of PHP 
functional code and HTML, with no separation between the two. The problem with 
this is that larger sites lost scalability and maintainability. Not to mention that there 
was vast amount of code duplication. The increasing demand for web applications 
sparked a need for a better way of rapid application development.

A framework helps a developer to create code that is readable as well as 
maintainable. Further more, it helps to alleviate repetitive tasks by automating them 
and provides additional classes and tools to aid in rapid application development. 
The Symfony framework is one of the best frameworks available today. It contains 
all of the features mentioned in the previous sentences and even more. If Symfony 
doesn't have something you need, then by integrating external components you can 
achieve it quiet easily. By using the Symfony framework for your projects, you will 
be able to develop web applications quickly and more easily.

What this book covers
Chapter 1: Getting Started with Symfony gives an overview of the MVC framework 
and covers the key features of Symfony framework, such as plugins, generators, 
internationalization, forms, and validation that help to save time on development  
of an application.

Chapter 2: Developing our Application shows how to start developing an application 
with less effort by using the Command Line Interface (CLI). In this chapter, you will 
learn the basic activities, such as creating the folder structure and database schema, 
configuring the ORM layer, and generating models, forms, and filters. Finally, we 
will see how to build the database and handle the routing. We also learn to add 
styling to the pages and cover some common installation problems.
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Chapter 3: Adding the Business Logic and Complex Application Logic shows how we can 
add business and application logic to make the prototype (created in Chapter 2) to 
interact with the database. In this chapter, become familiar with the flow of the MVC 
pattern in Symfony. You will see how a request is handled and passed to the the 
application logic, which in turn will retrieve data using models before passing the 
results to the view. This chapter also illustrates how to add plugins with an example 
of adding the DbFinderPlugin plugin to the application.

Chapter 4: User interaction and email automation introduces the Symfony subframework 
that handles forms. Here we will see how Symfony can generate nice looking forms 
for us, before creating our own formatting class. We then progress to create a fully 
customized form. We will also learn about how Symfony can be expanded to use the 
other third-party libraries, and how can we convert a module into a fully working 
plugin that can be packaged up and reused in other projects.

Chapter 5: Generating the Admin Area explains how we can build a backend admin 
area application without having to code much. In this chapter, we will initialize the 
Propel admin generator and customize it. Then we will see how to handle Foreign 
Keys using the admin generator. We will customize the layout and then secure 
the application by setting permissions for the user, and look at how we can handle 
credentials from the template.

Chapter 6: Advanced Forms and JavaScript contains examples on how to add  
JavaScript into Symfony, how to use more advanced widgets in forms, and how to 
handle M-N database relations. Finally we look at how to add AJAX support into 
your application.

Chapter 7: Internationalizing our Global Positions introduces internationalization 
and localization to parts of our application. In this chapter you will learn how to 
automatically set user language and how to allow the user to change their  language. 
You will learn to create the XLIFF dictionary files using the Symfony tasks, which 
will help in internationalization and localization of the application. We will also see 
how to create the database to accommodate a multilingual site, and how Symfony 
handles the data retrieval for us.

In Chapter 8: Extending Symfony, you will learn to integrate components from other 
frameworks, such as eZ Components and the Zend Framework.

Chapter 9: Optimizing for Performance is all about optimizing our site by introducing 
compression and caching. We will start by looking at and using Symfony's caching 
framework. To take things a little further we then introduce a caching server. We will 
also look at several other useful tools that aid in speeding up web applications.
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Chapter 10: Final Tweaks and Deployment introduces some of the ways to deploy web 
applications. Here we take a look at a better way to transfer applications than using 
FTP. We will also learn to customize the default error 404 and error 500 Symfony 
pages to match our site.

What you need for this book
LAMP or WAMP stack plus memcached installed. You will also need PEAR installed 
if you wish to installed Symfony via pear.

Basic knowledge of object-oriented design and ORM will be quite helpful.

Who this book is for
This book is for PHP web developers who want to get started with Symfony 1.3. If 
you are already using Symfony 1.0 or are new to Symfony, you will learn how to use 
it in the best way to produce better applications faster.

Conventions
In this book, you will find a number of styles of text that distinguish between 
different kinds of information. Here are some examples of these styles, and an 
explanation of their meaning.

Code words in text are shown as follows: "Open the settings.yml file, and then 
look for the compressed parameter key halfway down."

A block of code is set as follows: 

<?php use_helper(‘JavascriptBase'); ?>
<?php echo javascript_tag("
   function name()
   {
      //Code
   }
") ?>
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When we wish to draw your attention to a particular part of a code block, the 
relevant lines or items are set in bold:

dev:
  .settings:
    error_reporting:        <?PHP echo (E_ALL | E_STRICT)."\n" ?>
    web_debug:              on
    cache:                  on

    no_script_name:         off
    etag:                   off

Any command-line input or output is written as follows:

$/home/timmy/workspace/milkshake>Symfony  generate:module frontend best

New terms and important words are shown in bold. Words that you see on the 
screen, in menus or dialog boxes for example, appear in the text like this: "As you  
can see in the following screenshot, the total page size is 113 KB".

Warnings or important notes appear in a box like this.

Tips and tricks appear like this.

Reader feedback
Feedback from our readers is always welcome. Let us know what you think about 
this book—what you liked or may have disliked. Reader feedback is important for  
us to develop titles that you really get the most out of. 

To send us general feedback, simply send an email to feedback@packtpub.com,  
and mention the book title via the subject of your message.

If there is a book that you need and would like to see us publish, please  
send us a note in the SUGGEST A TITLE form on www.packtpub.com or  
email suggest@packtpub.com.

If there is a topic that you have expertise in and you are interested in either writing 
or contributing to a book on, see our author guide on www.packtpub.com/authors.
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Customer support
Now that you are the proud owner of a Packt book, we have a number of things to 
help you to get the most from your purchase.

Downloading the example code for the book
Visit http://www.packtpub.com/files/code/4565_Code.zip to directly 
download the example code.

The downloadable files contain instructions on how to use them.

Errata
Although we have taken every care to ensure the accuracy of our content,  
mistakes do happen. If you find a mistake in one of our books—maybe a mistake  
in the text or the code—we would be grateful if you would report this to us. By  
doing so, you can save other readers from frustration, and help us to improve 
subsequent versions of this book. If you find any errata, please report them by 
visiting http://www.packtpub.com/support, selecting your book, clicking on 
the let us know link, and entering the details of your errata. Once your errata are 
verified, your submission will be accepted and the errata added to any list of  
existing errata. Any existing errata can be viewed by selecting your title from 
http://www.packtpub.com/support.

Piracy
Piracy of copyright material on the Internet is an ongoing problem across all media. 
At Packt, we take the protection of our copyright and licenses very seriously. If you 
come across any illegal copies of our works, in any form, on the Internet, please 
provide us with the location address or web site name immediately so that we can 
pursue a remedy. 

Please contact us at copyright@packtpub.com with a link to the suspected  
pirated material.

We appreciate your help in protecting our authors, and our ability to bring you 
valuable content.

Questions
You can contact us at questions@packtpub.com if you are having a problem with any 
aspect of the book, and we will do our best to address it.





Getting Started with Symfony
This chapter is an overview of the Symfony framework and how good it is to 
develop with. It will cover how Symphony conforms to the MVC pattern, the  
main features, general coding guidelines, and how to install it.

By the end of this chapter you will know:

About the MVC pattern
How Symfony incorporates the MVC pattern
How to install Symfony

Exploring Symfony
Symfony was released in October 2005 by Fabien Potencier who is the CEO of Sensio, 
which is a French web agency (http://www.sensio.com). After Fabien used the 
framework on several projects successfully, he decided to release the project under 
an open source license. Ever since its first release, the Symfony community has 
increased dramatically and continues to do so.

The community can be found at http://www.symfony-project.org/.

The framework
A framework is aimed at reducing the development time without the need to 
sacrifice maintainability, scalability, or quality. Symfony can take less than a day 
to learn, comes with many tools and classes, and is easy to install. This means the 
developer can spend more time developing the application. All of these reasons and 
many more are why Symfony has come about, and why it has maintained its place as 
one of the best PHP5 frameworks.

•

•

•
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The current trends at the moment seem to revolve around agile development 
methodologies with groups of developers working on the same web application. 
Using the Symfony framework, developers are aided in writing structured and 
maintainable code. This is all down to the framework's strict implementation of  
the Model-View-Controller (MVC) paradigm and modulization.

"It aims to speed up the creation and maintenance of web applications, and to 
replace the repetitive coding tasks by power, control and pleasure."

More information about this project can be found at  
http://www.symfony-project.org/about.

The Model-View-Controller pattern
Many books go into the details of what the MVC pattern is and how it works. 
However, we will just look at the basic overview and how Symfony incorporates  
the pattern.

The MVC pattern is designed to split the presentation and business logic, and has a 
controller that manages the user's interactions between the two.

Controller

ModelView

When you first use Symfony to generate the skeleton code for a new application and 
module, you can see exactly how Symfony strictly abides by the MVC pattern.

Controller
The controller is responsible for processing user events. The controllers in Symfony 
are split into several components. 

1. It is the entry point into the application.
2. It determines what action is required to execute.
3. Loads the configurations.
4. Executes the filters.
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One great feature about the controller being the entry point is that any time a site 
needs to go down for maintenance, the controller can simply be disabled. Creation  
of a new application in Symfony creates two controllers:

A controller for the production environment
A controller for the development environment

The difference between the two is the debug information and error displaying.

The controller calls an action, which is what drives the application. The action 
contains all of the application logic and has the ability to access everything from  
the request, sessions, authentication, and core Symfony objects.

Model
The model layer represents the applications data and the business rules used to 
manipulate and access it.

Symfony's model layer is split into two separate layers—an Object Relational 
Mapping (ORM) layer and a data abstraction layer. Of course, there are a few  
good PHP5 ORM and database abstraction libraries that already exist. Therefore, 
rather than reinventing the wheel, the framework incorporates the Doctrine ORM 
(http://www.doctrine-project.org/) which is the defualt ORM layer, with the 
option of using the Propel ORM (http://propel.phpdb.org). The second layer, 
being the data abstraction layer is handled by PHP Data Objects (PDO).

Database abstraction means database portability. Every database vendor will have a 
slight variant in their SQL syntax. Therefore, by moving your application to another 
RDBMS, a developer would have to amend certain queries. But with a database 
abstraction layer, this portability becomes transparent.

Object relational mapping turns database tables, rows, and different variable types 
into objects. As Symfony is written using OOP, it makes sense that the data is 
returned as an object.

At the moment, Symfony comes shipped with Propel 1.2 as it's default ORM. 
However, this whole ORM layer can be easily changed. For example, the ORM  
layer can be changed to Doctrine (http://www.phpdoctrine.org/).

Views
A view, which is commonly referred to as a template, is displayed to the user. 
These templates are completely separated from controllers and models. They 
mainly comprise of XHTML markup and presentation logic in the form of PHP tags. 
Although Symphony's template system has matured, the view layer can be replaced 
with another template engine, such as Smarty (https://smarty.php.net) through a 
plugin, for example.

•
•
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Taking a look at the key features
We have looked at Symfony's implementation of the MVC pattern. Next, let's go  
over some of the features that Symfony has to offer in order to cut down 
development time.

Forms and validation
This is one of those repetitive requirements that a developer always has to face. 
Using Symfony, the development time is decreased due to the form subframework. 
There are two types of form:

Propel form is a form that is based on a database table(s). These forms 
persist the submitted data to the table(s) that they are based on. As part of 
the generation task(s), these forms are automatically created along with 
validation. Although we can easily customize both form and validation, the 
default forms are a great way to display an initial prototype.
Simple form is a form that doesn't persist data to the database.  
Although they are not generated, they follow the same approach  
as the Propel-based forms.

Plugins
One of Symfony's best features is its plugin architecture. So, many units of 
functionality can be written as a plugin and used time and again. The available 
plugins either help a developer in some way, or provide full, feature-rich 
applications. Looking at the plugin repository, numerous plugins have been 
submitted by the community and it continues to grow. You can visit http://trac.
symfony-project.com/wiki/SymfonyPlugins to know more about Symfony 
Plugins. A few of the main plugins are:

sfGuardPlugin: Web asset management
sfSimpleBlog: Simple blog for your site
sfSimpleCMSPlugin: Create a CMS
sfLucenePlugin: Integrates the Zend framework's search engine

Internationalization and localization
Many web applications offer locale translations and services based on your 
locale. Symfony provides interfaces, standards, and localized helpers to make 
internationalization (i18N) and localization (l10N) simple.

•

•

•

•

•

•


